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Taking Digital Be yo nd

Taki ng Digi tal Beyo nd

The Heron™
IOS
solution
Acompact
and easy-to-usescanner

An intuitive sohware

The HeronTMIOS is an intraoral scanning
solution designed to increase eﬀiciency and
simplify your dental workflows. Combining
intuitive sohware and a compact, easy-touse scanner in a fully
open system,
HeronTMIOS enables you to make the most
of digital innovation, bringing the beauty of
simplicity to your daily practice

Afully opensystem

An intuitive sohware
designedforasimple,fast,
andaccuratedentalimpression,
allowing clinicians to embrace
thedigitalerawithconfidence.

Using the HeronClinicTM sohware, your team
can easily navigate the intuitive and user-friendly
interface to meet all your restorative,
orthodontic and
implant needs. For case
creation, digitization or
integration, the
HeronTMIOS provides clear workflows and a
dedicated cloud platform, making it easier than
ever to create, digitize and consult patient cases
and share with laboratories.

QUALITY
MAP
Used as a complement to the
scan protocol, the Quality
Map allows users to
determine if suﬀicient data
has been acquired in key
areas, enabling you to rescan
target areas where more data
is needed.

Acompact easy-to-use scanner,
designed in Europe,
manufactured in theUSA.

The
HeronTMIOS is
a
3D digital
imaging solution designed to simplify
your work as a medical professional.
Weighing only 150 grams, the HeronTMIOS
is the most ergonomic and easy-to-use
scanner on the market, with a compact
and streamlined design for more eﬀicient
scanning and increased patient comfort.
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HeronTM IOS is fully

open,
and works with allCAD/CAM
systems for clinic andlab.

3DISC
makes
clinic/lab
communica- tion easy, oﬀering
export in STL, OBJ
and PLY
formats, direct integration
with
DWOS and Exocad, and simple
import to open CAD/CAM systems.
Providing full flexibility to exchange
data with your laboratory in a
single click, with the ability to
export locally
or
via
our
dedicated HeronCloudTM platform.

3DISC,innovation-basedandglobal.
Founded in 2010, 3DISC is a multi-disciplinary
R&D team sharing the same passion: to pioneer
the digital dentistry landscape of tomorrow. The
fruit of 8 years of intensive development, 3DISC
introduced in 2020 its flagship fully digital 3D
imaging and case sharing solution: the

Our international team of diverse digital experts are
committed to taking digital beyond today’s
boundaries, to deliver relevant clinical benefits
through inclusively digital solutions. When dental
clinicians choose 3DISC, they can trust our
commitment to continuous innova- tion and to
providing solutions that will help bring simplicity to
their workday, empowering doctors to provide the
highest quality treatment to their patients.

HeronTMIOS
Today, 3DISC is a privately-owned innovationbased global provider of IOS solutions, with
headquarters in the United States and France.
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360°supportservice

TAILOREDTRAINING
Customized in-oﬀice and
virtual training options.
Making you ready. From day
one.

PROACTIVE
CONFIGURATION
Ready-to-go, preconfigured
and plug-and-play, the
HeronTMIOScombines nofuss enhanced user
experience and the
promise of continuous
optimization.

KOREA

NOANNUALFEES
A one-time, all-inclusive
payment. No additional
licen- sing or fees. Free
sohware updates forever.

ONLINE SUPPORT
Our customer support team is
on standby 24/7, for on-hand
virtual assistance when you
need it.
Enjoy a more eﬀicient and
eﬀective support
experience.
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